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Abstract:

Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) has drawn significant attention recently, and numerous

architecture approaches have been proposed to represent SOA-based applications. The architecture of SOA-based
applications is different from traditional software architecture, which is mainly static. The architecture of an
SOA-based application is dynamic, i.e., the application can be composed at runtime using existing services, and
thus the architecture is really determined at runtime, instead of design time. SOA applications have provided a new
direction for software architecture study, where the architecture can be dynamically changed at runtime to meet the
new application requirements. This paper proposes a Process-Embedded Service-Oriented Infrastructure to build
SOA-based applications. This infrastructure embeds the entire software lifecycle management and service-oriented
system engineering into the application developed on this infrastructure. Thus, the users can easily re-develop the
applications during operation to meet the changing environments and requirements, through the supports provided
by the embedded infrastructure.
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1

Introduction
Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) has received significant attention recently as major computer and

software companies such as HP, IBM, Intel, Microsoft, and SAP, have all embraced SOA, as well as government
agencies such as DoD (US department of defense) and NASA. The initial focus on SOA has been the development
of interoperability standards and protocols, such as WSDL, SOAP, UDDI, and recently numerous SOA standards
have been proposed including ebSOA, ebXML, CPP, CPA, BPEL4WS, OWL-S, and RDF.
SOA is a new software development paradigm in which software developers are grouped into three parties in
terms of their responsibilities: the application builders (service requesters), the service brokers (service publishers),
and the service providers (service developers), which is referred as the standard SOA. Service providers develop
services independent of potential applications by following the open protocols and standards. Service brokers
publish the available services to the public such that the application builders can look up desired services and
compose the target application using the services. Thus a target application is built through service discovery and
service composing instead of traditional process of designing and coding software.
SOA has the following characteristics that are different from traditional software:
∗
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Standard-Based interoperability: SOA emphasizes on stand-based interface, protocols, communication,
coordination, workflow, discovery, collaboration, and publishing via standard protocols. These standards allow
services developed in different computing platforms can interoperate with each other with the knowledge of service
specifications only.
Dynamic composition via discovery: SOA provides a new way of application development by composing
services just discovered. Furthermore, the composition and discovery can be carried out at runtime.
Dynamic governance and orchestration: Execution of services needs to be controlled and several
mechanisms are available for execution control. One is service governance by policy. Specifically, policies can be
specified, checked, and enforced during both SOA development time and runtime to ensure the system complies
with the organization requirements. The other is orchestration where process execution will be coordinated by a
central controller and it is responsible for scheduling the execution of services that may be distributed across a
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Several studies have been conducted to investigate the architecture of SOA applications, e.g., IBM SOA
Foundation architecture[1−4], Microsoft’s .Net 2005 (Whitehorse)[5], SAP’s NetWeaver[6], OASIS’s FERA[7],
enterprise SOA applications such as enterprise SOA[8] and Service-Oriented Enterprise (SOE)[9], and self healing
architecture PKUAS[10].
Software architecture has been an active research areas in software engineering for the last 10 years, with
numerous papers and books, such as Refs.[1,2,7−18]. Currently, several websites have been devoted to software
architecture such as:
•

Resources for Software Architects at http://www.bredemeyer.com/;

•

Global Enterprise Architecture Organization (GEAO) http://www.geao.org;

•

Software Engineering Institute at CMU software architecture at http://www.sei.cmu.edu/architecture/;

•

Software architecture resource Sites at http://www2.umassd.edu/SECenter/SAResources.html;

•

Handbook of Software Architecture at http://www.booch.com/architecture/index.jsp.

Most of the software architecture research projects focus on static architecture, where the emphasis is on:
•

Architecture styles (layered architecture, object-oriented architecture, client-server architecture and so
on);

•

ADL (architecture description language) and see the list of available ADLS at the
http://www.sei.cmu.edu/architecture/adl.html;

•

Architecture evaluation and analysis such as SAAM;

•

Documentation of existing architectures, practices, and patterns;

•

Architecture views such as module structure, process structure, conceptual structure, physical structure,
call structures, data flow structure, control flow, and class structure, execution architecture; and

•

Formalization and specification of software architecture.
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Recently, several studies have focused on dynamic software architecture, i.e., the software architecture that
modifies its structure during execution[13]. The current research focuses on the formal specification techniques that
can be used to reason and analyze dynamic architectures. A variety of reconfiguration rules such as graph rewriting
rules, process algebra (such as CCS and CSP), predicate calculus, and architecture modification language (AML)[19]
have been proposed to specify and analyze dynamic architectures[13]. However, these studies have not focused on
the dynamic SOA yet. One significant difference between the existing dynamic architecture and SOA is that the
dynamic architecture of SOA is fully integrated with many aspects of software development, such as service
composition, code generation, and deployment.

2

Dynamic Architecture and Lifecycle Management
Due to the dynamic nature of SOA, the architecture of SOA-based systems has the following characteristics

distinct from traditional software architectures: (1) Dynamic architecture via dynamic composition; (2) Lifecycle
management embedded in the operation infrastructure architecture.
2.1 Dynamic architecture
Traditional software architecture is static. Once the software is developed using components and connections
among the components, it cannot be changed. In SOA, the basic building block is not a component but a service.
Services are loosely coupled and can be modeled as connected to a bus-like communication backbone, as described
in ESB[20]. Connections among the services are
Service 1

Service 2

Service 3

controlled by a control center, which is also attached
to the communication backbone, as illustrated in

Communication backbone

Control center

Fig.2.
The control center is a composition manager that

Service 4

Service 5

…

Service N

specifies and controls the application composition
configuration via a workflow specification, which

Fig.2

A generic SOA application architecture

defines how the services shall be connected together

to deliver the desired results and how the messages are transferred among the services. With this kind of
architectures, a user can compose applications with different architectures or even different architecture styles, such
as a chain, a ring, a star, a layered structure, etc. This kind of architectures is in fact virtual. The connection
restrictions can be enforced by policy and thus can be changed dynamically.
2.2 Lifecycle management
Another distinguishing characteristic of the SOA-based application architecture is that the lifecycle
management can be embedded in the operation infrastructure to facilitate dynamic software composition. In this
way, the SOA application development infrastructure and operation infrastructure can be merged into a single and
unified SOA infrastructure. The development infrastructure may include: Modeling, function and policy
specification, analysis, design, code generation, and verification and validation such as model checking and testing.
The operation infrastructure may include: Code deployment, code execution, policy enforcement, monitoring,
communication, and system reconfiguration.
Both IBM and Microsoft take this approach in their SOA designs. In IBM SOA Foundation Architecture[3,4],
development activities (modeling and assembly) and operation activities (deployment and management) are
integrated into a single process as illustrated in Fig.3.
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The architecture consists of four phases: modeling,
assembling,

deployment,

and

management.

Furthermore,

runtime governance activities are performed to provide

Modeling

guidance and oversight for the target SOA application. The
activities in the four phases are performed iteratively:
•

Management

in a system model with a set of services;
•

Assembling

Modeling: This phase models the user requirements
Deployment
Governance
and
processes

Assembling: This phase composes applications using
services that have been created or discovered at
Fig.3

runtime according to the model specified in the

IBM SOA foundation architecture

previous phase;
•

Deployment: In this phase, the runtime environment is configured to meet the application’s
requirements, and the application is loaded into that environment for execution;

•

Management: After the application is deployed, the services used in the application are monitored.
Information is collected to prevent, diagnose, isolate, and/or fix any problem that might occur during
execution. These activities in management phase will provide the designer with better knowledge to
manage the application.

The entire process will be controlled and orchestrated by the governance policies. IBM SOA foundation
architecture is based on such a model-driven application development process. This looping back process along with
the governance and other processes can be delivered together with the target SOA application to the user. When
there is a need of changing the application architecture, the user can re-specify the system model, and the
application can be re-assembled and re-deployed.
2.3 IBM WebSphere integration reference architecture
IBM WebSphere Integration Reference Architecture[2,21] is a SOA application model, which provides a set of
services to enable business integration in a large diverse enterprise environment. Figure 4 shows the key integration
functions needed to provide comprehensive and enterprise–level solutions. The core of the WebSphere Integration
Reference Architecture is the connectivity services, which provides the infrastructure to support and to instantiate
the Enterprise Service Bus (ESB)[20].
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services
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Business
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Application
& information
assets

IT services management

Development services

Business innovation and optimization
services

Infrastructure services

Fig.4

IBM WebSphere integration reference architecture

2.4 Microsoft service-oriented application development framework
Microsoft also takes this approach in Visual Studio .Net 2005 (Whitehorse)[5], which has the capabilities for
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modeling, architecture, code generation, code deployment, and code execution. In .Net 2005, an SOA application
designer can select services from a service pool and define the architecture to specify how services can
communicate with each other. After completing the architecture block diagram, the designer can execute it to see if
the application can work as desired without knowing the details of the services used. The application can be easily
changed by changing the architecture model. Figure 5 illustrates the architecture block diagram of an SOA-based
application developed in .Net 2005.

Fig.5

3

Microsoft whitehorse SOA designer

PESOI: Process-Embedded Service-Oriented Infrastructure
PESOI (process-embedded service-oriented infrastructure) is a framework developed at Arizona State

University, which integrates the development infrastructure into the operation infrastructure, so that the application
can be re-developed during its operation. In addition to the capacities that WebSphere and .Net 2005 have, PESOI
also includes explicit Verification and Validation (V&V) capacities, a reconfiguration process, and a model driven
approach. This section presents the overall
SOA
application

design of PESOI, lifecycle, and the dynamic
architecture of the applications developed on

Model of the
application

PESOI.

Development
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application. First, the application is decomposed

Figure 6 shows the layers of a related SOA
into
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using a tool in the development infrastructure,
which in turn, maps the sub model into an
Embedding
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embedded
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executable code in the operation infrastructure.
Figure 7 outlines the lifecycle (development

-

and operation phases) of applications developed
on PESOI, which consists of the following

Fig.6

Infrastructure-Embedded SOA application

phases: Modeling and specification, Verification
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of specification, Code generation for validation, Validation (simulation and testing), Assembling and deployment,
Operation and monitoring, Evaluation at runtime, and Reconfiguration.
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Reconfiguration
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Assembling
deployment

Requirement

Fig.7

PESOI reference architecture

These phases form a feedback loop, where the last phase reconfiguration is connected to the first phase
modeling and specification. Each of the phases in PESOI is elaborated as follows:
•

Modeling & Specification phase: This phase consists of two sub-phases. The modeling sub-phase is at
architecture or component level, similar to Microsoft architecture model shown in Figure 6 and IBM
SCA/SDO model. The specification sub-phase uses PSML-S process specification and modeling
language, which is similar to BPEL4WS, to define the flow and conditions between the components;

•

Verification phase: It contains activities such as Completeness & Consistency (C&C) analysis, model
checking, test case generation based on the functional and policy specification;

•

Assembling phase: It consists of automated code generation from the process specification and binding
of external services to obtain the executable code;

•

Validation phase: It runs the executable in a simulation environment and validates the code via testing;

•

Deployment phase: This phase deploys executable code into the execution environment. It involves
binding the addresses of real devices into the code. Monitors and data collectors will be embedded into
the code;

•

Execution and monitoring phase: The executable code is executed in the real environment. The monitors
and data collectors will collect and record data for later analysis;

•

Evaluation phase: It analyzes the data, evaluates reliability and performance, and provides input for the
reconfiguration phase;

•

Reconfiguration phase: It takes reliability evaluation results as input and decides if a rebinding is
necessary to replace a less reliable service through rebinding a reliable services. A service farm contains
the backup spares need for rebinding. The services in the farm are tested and ranked in an independent
process such as group testing[22]. If the application requirement is revised by the user, a re-composition
or re-architecture needs to be performed. In this case, the composition or architecture of the application
will be modified. The modified application needs to go through the entire development process, and thus,
the development infrastructure needs to be embedded into the application to enable the reconfiguration.

The rest of the paper will talk about issues related to PESOI. Specifically, Section 4 will discuss the modeling
issues in PESOI, Section 5 will discuss the dynamic reconfiguration issues, and Section 6 will talk about the
verification and validation issues in PESOI.

4

Single Model Multiple Analyses (SMMA)
Numerous modeling projects have been proposed to model software, ranging from informal descriptions to

semi-formal models, such as a state model, to formal models, such as process algebra CCS, CSP and ACP[1,14,16−18].
For SOA applications, informal methods are not applicable because one can not produce code from informal
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descriptions automatically. However, strict formal methods will need more time to mature before they can be
applied to SOA applications. Most current approaches use lightweight formal techniques that can produce software
design and code automatically, and can be easily used by practitioners due to the visualization capabilities of these
models.
Currently, the UML from OMG [http://www.omg.org/technology/documents/formal/uml.htm] is the de factor
industry standards for specifying and analysis of software models, particularly for object-oriented programs. The
question is whether UML is suitable for SOA. Particularly, is UML suitable for SOA applications with on-demand
dynamic composition?
UML 2.0 has 13 different types of diagrams, divided into three categories:
•

Structure models: Class Diagram, Object Diagram, Component Diagram, Composite Structure Diagram,
Package Diagram, and Deployment Diagram;

•

Behavior models: Use Case Diagram, Activity Diagram, and State Machine Diagram;

•

Interaction models: Sequence Diagram, Communication Diagram, Timing Diagram, and Interaction
Overview Diagram.

The UML has more than 20 models. While each individual model within UML is useful for modeling and
analyses for certain aspects of the system engineering, the fact that it has so many models is a concern. One problem
is that it is not possible to convert one model (for example Activity Diagram) to another model (such as State
Machine Diagram) automatically. Thus, a change in a model may need the involved engineers to manually update
the rest of models to keep these models consistent with each other. This does not bode well with on-demand
dynamic composition in SOA where code needs to be generated from the model, and possibly both the model and
the code need to be analyzed, verified, and validated dynamically at runtime using existing services.
We call the approach taken by UML the MMMA (multiple models multiple analyses) approach because it has
multiple models and each model has its own analysis techniques. In a typical MMMA approach, models are
interconnected with each other, but not fully integrated to each other, i.e., it is not possible to generate the rest of
models from one model. Thus, MMMA is error-prone during system updating, and thus it is not suitable for the
SOA environment, where models can be dynamically changed at runtime as applications are re-composed or
reconfigured.
On the other hand, if the development is based on a single model, all other models and analyses are
automatically derived from this model, the approach is called SMMA (single model multiple analyses) approach.
One of the characteristics of SMMA is that a designer can focus his/her attention on the single model only. If a
change is made, he/she can just update the primary model, and the rest of models and analyses can be automatically
generated. Specifically, once the primary model is updated, code can be automatically re-generated, completeness
and consistency analysis can be re-checked, simulation code can be automatically generated and simulation
performed, state model can be automatically updated based on the new model and so on. In this way, significant
system engineering tasks can be automatically performed. SSMA approach does not conflict with the principle of
“separation of concerns”. Instead, it makes sure that components created by other parties can interoperate
seamlessly. A demo of the SMMA approach in a network of service-oriented embedded robots can be viewed at the
website at http://asusrl.eas.asu.edu/EmbeddedExplorer/.
PESOI is the only infrastructure that has taken the SMMA approach, as shown in Fig.8, where PSML (process
specification and modeling language) is the single model and all the analyses are directly or indirectly based on this
model. PSML-S (PSML for Services) and PSML-P (PSML for Policies) are derived from PSML, which are used to
model the functionality and policies in the application, respectively[23]. Table 1 lists the operations and analyses that
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can be automatically performed on a PSML-S and PSML-P models.
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Simulation
code
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testing

Reconfiguration

Function
verification
Policy
verification

Policy
enforcement
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Service
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Policy
database

Service
unit
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Service input

Fig.8
Table 1
Analyses
Automated code
generation
Model checking
Completeness and
consistency (C&C)
checking
Policy specification,
analysis, and enforcement

5

PESOI’s approach of single model multiple analyses
Operations and analyses on PSML-S and PSML-P models
Model and tool

C# code is generated from PSML-S.
Both PSML-S and PSML-P models, as
well as the generated code, can be model
checked by BLAST [25] and BLADE[26].
Both PSML-S and PSML-P models, as
well as the generated code, can be
checked for C&C at runtime[30].
Many aspects of the system can be
checked only at runtime. Policy is
interesting because it can be specified
using the same language PSML-P[27].

Dynamic test case
generation

Test input can be generated by analyzing
the PSML-S and PSML-P models.

Distributed
service-oriented
simulation

The code generated can be executed as
the simulation of the model specified[24].

Reliability modeling and
assessment

The reliability of application as well as
that of participating services can be
estimated using the data collected.

Comments
Code is generated by following the process flow of
the PSML-S.
As process modeling in PSML and generated code
are control-flow based, they can be checked by a
model checkers based on control flow models.
The C&C checking is based on an abstracted model,
and the abstracted model can be obtained either from
the PSML-S and PSML-P, or generated code.
The issue is to ensure that constraints specified by
policies can be enforced at runtime.
Various testing techniques can be used including
partition testing, random testing, Swiss cheese
testing techniques[30].
The difficult part is the simulation infrastructure to
coordinate the execution run of concurrent
processes.
The architecture-based reliability models can be
used and they can be validated using the DREP
model[29].

PESOI Support for Dynamic Reconfigurations
Generally, three levels of reconfigurations are available in SOA, once an application is developed and

deployed, as illustrated in Fig.9:
•

Rebinding: A service in the application is replaced by another service that has the same functionality.
The change required is to change the binding address related to the service. Rebinding is mainly used for
fault-tolerant computing (replacing a failed service or an unavailable) or performance upgrade;

•

Re-composition: In addition to rebinding, a new service can be added to or an existing service can be
removed from the application. However, the architecture style remains unchanged. Re-composition is
mainly used for functionality and performance enhancement;

•

Re-Architecture: In addition to re-composition, the architecture style can be changed, for example,
changing the bus type of connection to the layered type of architecture. The former allows any two
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components to communicate directly, while the latter only allows the communication between
components in the two adjacent layers. Re-architecture allows the human designer to generate a new
application at runtime time.

Fig.9

Illustration of rebinding, re-composition, re-architecture, and service farm

SOA application development starts with architecture model, in which the application is modeled by a set of
components with certain type connectivity, e.g., bus, peer to peer, and layered type, which are called architecture
patterns. The architecture model will be elaborated manually, but with the help of architectural pattern, into the
process model, in which the flows between components and selections among flows are defined. Each component in
the process model is linked to a service that can perform the required functions. To tolerate service faults, multiple
services with the same functionality can be bound to a component through a Dynamic Reconfiguration Service
(DRS) agent. Rebinding means to substitute the address of a new service for that of the service to be replaced.
Re-composition means changing the process model or the flow between the components, without changing the
architecture. Re-architecture means changing the type of connectivity among the components. To enable seamless
runtime reconfigurations, checking points are used periodically to save the status of the target system so that, when
a reconfiguration is necessary, the reconfigured system can continue its execution from the last checking point.
5.1 PESOI supports for rebinding
Rebinding is the basic and most frequently used reconfiguration supports provided by PESOI. The supports
provided to rebinding, which also apply to re-composition and re-architecture, include:
Service farm and service cache: All the evaluated services that can be used to replace one of the services
linked to the application will be placed in a service farm as backup services. The backup services can be evaluated
according to reliability, performance, user feedback, and profiles. The services in the farm with the highest ranking
will be placed in a service cache, which is used like the cache in CPU for fast rebinding. Figure 10 shows how the
service farm and service cache are established and associated to the application. First, the PESOI looks up the
service broker to find all services that can meet the requirement of each service in the application composition. The
service testing manager will then test each service. If the number of services found is large, group testing can be
applied[22]. The qualified services are put into the service farm as the backup spares and the best qualified services
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will be placed in the service cache.
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…
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…
…

…
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Service cache

Fig.10

…

Service
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Services from
different
service providers

Establishment of the service farm

Dynamic reconfiguration service (DRS)[28]: DRS is a framework with distributed agents which will monitor,
assess, and reconfigure the SOA application at runtime. The framework defines an agent-based, collaborative and
self-reconfigurable architecture for service-oriented distributed computing, supported by a set of DRS services and
agents, including registration service, monitoring service, and dynamic reconfiguration agents (DRS agent). DRS
agents are embedded into the application, which coordinate with each other to make the application
self-reconfigurable. In this example, two applications use the same encryption service. If one application wants to
upgrade its encryption method, it cannot simply rebinds to a different service. It has to coordinate with its
communication peers, so that they can upgrade at the same time and thus can decrypt each other’s data.
5.2 PESOI supports for re-composition
Re-Composition is a much harder problem than rebinding because not only services may be replaced, the SOA
application is actually changed. In additional to the supports listed in Section 5.1, PESOI supports the SMMA for
the re-composition, i.e., the SOA application specification can be updated by changing the model only. Once the
model is changed, it will be automatically re-verified. Then, the code can be automatically re-generated, and the
generated code can be re-validated and re-evaluated. During the code re-generation, new services may be searched,
discovered, and bound into the new application.
5.3 PESOI supports for re-architecture
In additional to the supports listed in Sections 5.1 and 5.2, PESOI uses architecture patterns to support
re-architecture. The patterns are restrictions defined in policies. The modification to the policies leads to the
architecture change and architecture patterns help the fast re-generation of the process specification in PSML-S and
PSML-P.
Because of the re-architecture, applications developed using PESOI no long have fixed architecture, such as
bus, layered, or point-to-point. The architecture can be changed after the deployment of the application.
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5.4 Service access and service cache
Current SOA application supports two kinds service accesses: remote invocation and code importation with
local access. The former technique binds the URL of a service into the application and each access to the service is a
remote invocation. The latter technique, called service cache, imports the executables of the services into the same
computer that runs the application or different nodes in a local distributed system or network.
Imported services eliminate the internet access and are much faster and much more reliable. However, it uses
local resources, which are often limited, and rebinding will take much longer because the entire service code needs
to be loaded and deployed into a local machine. Assume that an application needs (composed of) N external services
and has M slots (processors and memory) to import (host) external services. PESOI implements the service farm and
service cache as follows.
First, the service test manager will find services that meet the requirements of the application and put them all
into the service farm. The service farm only needs to store the service IDs and URLs of the services. The number of
services that can be listed in the service farm is practically unlimited. However, the service cache needs to store the
entire executable code of the services and thus is limited and the selection of services needs to be optimized. Table 2
lists the relationship between N and M and the PESOI placement and replacement policies in each case.
Table 2

Relationship between N and M and the PESOI placement and replacement policies

M=0

No. of services
using local
accesses
0

No. of services
using remote
accesses
N

No. of backup
services using local
accesses per service
0

N≥M

M

N−M

0

N<M

N

0

(M−N)/N

N−M
relation

Replacement and replacement policies
in the service cache
All services use remote invocation
M out of N services use local accesses.
Most frequently used services will be
imported
All services use local access. The most
frequently used services will have more
backups

As shown in Fig.11, the cache table contains three entries: service ID, which identifies the service
corresponding to this service code; initial address where the service code is located; and the table entry number of
the next backup service. That is, for each service ID, a linked list of service code is provided to each service.
Application
Application composition
Composition

Service
code
Service Code
ServiceCache
cache Table
table
Service

S1

S2

S3

S4

Service ID
S1
S1
S2
S2
S1
S3
S3
S1
S2
S3
S4
S4

next
next
next
next
next
next
next
null
null
null
next
null
next

Code address
Code address
Code address
Code address
Code address
Code address
Code address
Code address
Code address
Code address
Code address
Code address
Code address

S1 code 1
S1 code 2
S1 code 3
S1 code 4
S2 code 1
S2 code 2
S2 code 3
S3 code 1
S3 code 2
S3 code 3
S4 code 1
S4 code 2

Fig.11

Service cache table and imported service code in local memory
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In the example showing the figure:
•

N=4: Four external services are needed by the application;

•

M=12: the service cache can hold 12 service code;

•

Four linked lists services are formed, each for a service:
o

Service S1→S11→S12→S13→S14→null

o

Service S2→S21→S22→S23→null

o

Service S3→S33→S32→S31→null

o

Service S4→S42→S41→null

PESOI uses different length of backup services, instead of equal length, to reflect the fact that some services
may have less reliable link or services and need more frequent rebinding than the others.

6

A Case Study—Pet Shop
An application called Pet Shop is built for illustrating the development and operation phases in PESOI. An

integrated modeling environment for constructing the PSML-S model is provided, which allows the application
builders to specify the detailed system model information using PSML-S language, the application composition
logic, and the application configuration policies based on the users requirements. Figure 12 illustrates the PESOI
editor's window, which support convenient writing of the PSML-S and PSML-P specifications. For the pet shop
application, the PSML-S specification consists of 12 Actor elements, 16 Action elements, 3 Condition elements, 2
Data elements, 2 Event elements, 4 processes, and one default application composition configuration. A part of the
specification script is shown in the editor window in Fig.12. A PSML-S model can consist of the following model
elements: Actors, Actions, Attributes, Conditions, Data, Events and process that defines the flows among the model
elements[23].

Fig.12

PSML-S editor

Following the SMMA, we have performed the C&C analyses, model checking, test case generation, simulation
code generation, simulation, and testing.
Among these operations, the simulation validates the execution logic of the PSML-S model to check if it
always generates an acceptable outcome for each test case. Two user’s interfaces are implemented to observe the
simulation traces. A graphical simulation interface highlights the current point of execution in the flowchart of the
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PSML-S specification. Figure 13 shows a snapshot of the execution. A text simulation interface records every trace
that has been tested and the output corresponding to each input. A snapshot of the interface is given in Fig.14.

Fig.13

Graphical simulation trace animation

Fig.14

Text simulation trace

Using the graphical interface, users can visualize the simulation execution step by step from the control flow
chart of the PSML-S model. Thus users can closely observe the behavior of the PSML-S model. This feature is
extremely useful when users want to perform debugging on the PSML-S model.
The text simulation interface records the detailed system event logs. Multiple runs of simulations with different
configurations can be performed. The simulation results stored in the event log can be analyzed later for different
purposes such as detecting reliability evaluation.

7

Conclusion
This paper presents the PESOI infrastructure for SOA application development, which has the following
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unique features:
•

PESOI takes an SMMA approach, that is, all the analyses and evaluations are based on the PSML-S
model. When the application needs to be modified, only the PSML-S model needs to be modified and the
rest of the system is automatically modified accordingly;

•

PESOI supports three levels of reconfigurations, rebinding to external services, re-composition of the
application logic, and re-architecture of the application. Different level of reconfiguration requires
different level of V&V support;

•

Dynamic reconfiguration needs dynamic V&V to ensure the dependability of the dynamically created
applications. PESOI enforces V&V in every phase of the development and operation.

PESOI is proposed based on the experience in several experimental and industrial projects that we have
implemented. Different mechanisms have been implemented in different projects but we have not implemented all
the V&V and evaluation mechanisms in a single project. We are currently implementing a prototype that put all
these components together in order to obtain the complete and coherent lifecycle data.
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